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Transportation and logistics service 

provider successfully operating since 

2003. Our rapidly growing company is 

constantly expanding the activity and 

doing it‘s best to conform to the 

demands of existing and new clients.



to become one of the leading 

transports and logistics 

services providers in 

Lithuania

to become a reliable

partner for customers all 

over the

Europe



€

€

€

€

€

€

By providing high-quality 

services, and being reliable, 

experienced, competitive 

and flexible, we grow

together with our partners.



66,800,000,000 Eur

~2,620,000 

Lithuania is one of 

three Baltic states and 

lies on the eastern 

shore of the Baltic Sea

(Northern Europe)

EXPORTS

Refined Petroleum, 

Furniture, Wheat, 

Laboratory Reagents, 

and Rollen Tabacco. 
COUNTRIES

to Latvia, Germany, Pol

and, and United States.

IMPORTS

Crude Petroleum, Cars, 

Electricity, Packaged 

Medicaments, and 

Broadcasting Equipment, 
COUNTRIES

from Poland, Germany, 

Latvia, and Netherlands.

https://oec.world/en/profile/bilateral-country/lva/partner/ltu
https://oec.world/en/profile/bilateral-country/deu/partner/ltu
https://oec.world/en/profile/bilateral-country/pol/partner/ltu
https://oec.world/en/profile/bilateral-country/pol/partner/ltu
https://oec.world/en/profile/bilateral-country/usa/partner/ltu


Tikslo g. 10, Kumpiai, Kaunas 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Terminalo+g.+5,+54469/@54.9411262,24.0060593,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x46e719baad118e7b:0xc935d7f4207ce5ed!8m2!3d54.9411262!4d24.008248
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Tomegris/@54.9412538,24.0058528,17z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x46e719a54f476d1f:0x30eb237e29ffa955!8m2!3d54.9412538!4d24.0080415


to improve business operations by focusing on high-
quality services that meet customers’ expectations consistently.

to improve environmental performance by focusing 
on managing the impact on economic performance and 
reputation, together with environmental, safety, and society 
outcomes.

to efficiently adapt work health and safety 
management systems to work.



Satisfied customers are a 

guarantee of success 

for us 

Only by applying of newest work 

methods we can meet the 

requirements of modern 

customers

With systematic investment into our 

employees, we create a top-qualified 

team which is able to provide

high-quality 

services



In past years, over  modules 

delivered to  projects in  

different countries

In past years, over  

components delivered to  wind farms 

across

In past years, over  on-time 

deliveries to  client-relevant 

exhibitions



9x Lowbeds

15x Semi-lowloaders

21x Flatbeds

9x Mega tautliners

21x Tautliners

14x Semi-lowloaders

25x Flatbeds

5x Mega tautliners

19x Tautliners

18x Lowbeds

22x Semi-lowloaders

56x Flatbeds



We provide transport services in whole Europe 

and Scandinavia



Our fleet consists of

oversized trucks and

standard tautliners and

megaliners











t.staniulis@tomegris.lt

+370 688 43695

egidijus@tomegris.lt

+370 615 51120

p.sutkus@tomegris.lt

+370 614 66897

s.skinkys@tomegris.lt

+370 646 96329

a.masaitis@tomegris.lt

+370 620 81301



P.Sutkus@tomegris.lt

+370 614 66897

S.Skinkys@tomegris.lt

+370 646 96329
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